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Name of the Activity / Event : Students' Workshop

Theme/Topic : Calligraphic Skills and Smart Art Writing

Resource person and profile of : Mr. Bhavesh Suryakant and Ms. Valuka Soni, HT Consultants

resource person

Organised bY : R.D.P.S.

venue : GLH

I ort" and Duration : 26th July,2OL7 (40 minutes)

I.' Pafticipants : Classes III and IV (A-E)

3
1 rn" Accession Dossier : Students'Workshop
II OB]ECTIVES:

I 
-. 

to learn basic calligraphy strokes and art of writing'

I . To learn simple and creative writing skills'

. To instill creativity and sense of independence among the students'

] oescnrPTroN:
t-
I ..Calligraphy, a spiritual art that has been forgotten,in favor:Of an
I

II emotionless keYboard"'
I

I cattigraphy is the art of producing decorative handwriting or lettering with a pen or brush. In order
I

I ao give the students a platform to enhance their creative writing skills, a workshop was organized.

I rney were asked to bring the required material like light coloured A-4 size sheets, three in one

* notebook and pouch with two sharpened pencils. The resource person initiated by discussing about

the correct technique of holding a pencil. He also mentioned that it is very important for a person to

feel happy once he/she is starting with any creative work. For the same, a laughing exercise was

conducted. After that, students were shown how to write letters (a-z) and numbers using different

strokes and fonts. The resource person explained each detail of all the fonts and the students made

the same on an A-4 size sheets and notebook. In the end, students were asked to write their name

and date of birth using these fonts. They were also motivated to try out and create their own writing

style. This workshop increased students' self-esteem and confidence through mastering new skills

and offered a creative outlet to their personalities. In all, the workshop was able to provide a

platform to students to freely express themselves. The workshop was thoroughly enjoyed by

everyone.
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